In this paper, we propose two new features for estimating phrase based machine translation parameters. We only use monolingual data with the assumption that the phrase table is given to us, but all of its scores have been removed. Our method is based on two recently introduced neural network vector representation models for words and sentences. It is the first use of these models in an end to end phrase based machine translation system. Scores obtained from our method can recover more than 80% of BLEU loss caused by removing phrase table probabilities. We also show that our features combined with the phrase table probabilities improve the BLEU score by 0.74 points.
Introduction
Statistical machine translation systems are currently trained from large amounts of parallel corpora. These corpora are used for learning and tuning parameter of statistical model (Brown et al., 1993) . Obtaining these parallel corpora are expensive and time consuming. Also, these corpora are not available in all language pairs. On the contrary, monolingual data are available for most of the languages and can be found from many different resources easily. Due to these reasons finding a method to train machine translation model with monolingual data instead of bilingual data has been a focus of many researchers in the last couple of years.
The idea of the possibility of learning translation model from monolingual corpora came from the similarity and regularities existing between languages. Contextual similarity (Rapp, 1995) , orthographic similarities (Haghighi et al., 2008; Koehn and Knight, 2002) , temporal similarity (Schafer and Yarowsky, 2002) and topic models (Mimno et al., 2009) are some examples of those features. It has been demonstrated that (Klementiev et al., 2012) by using these features alone for estimating translation model parameters most of BLEU loss is recoverable.
Another recent path of work in the field of natural language processing is learning continuous vector representations for words, sentences and documents using neural networks (Le and Mikolov, 2014; Mikolov, et al., 2013a; Mikolov et al., 2013c; Pennington et al., 2014) . These vector representations can capture great amounts of syntactic and semantic features between words and sentences. Also, it has been shown by using a linear transformation matrix learned from a small bilingual dictionary and applying it to the source vectors obtained from words in a large monolingual corpora, these models can be used for translating words from source to target and can extend the seed dictionary (Mikolov et al., 2013b) .
In this work we used two distributed representation of neural network models , continues bag of word, CBOW (Mikolov, et al., 2013a) and paragraph vector with distributed memory, PV-DM(Le and Mikolov, 2014) both trained on monolingual corpora, to rebuild phrase table scores. We converted all the phrases in the phrase table using PV-DM and all the words in the lexical table using CBOW to a vector space. Afterward by multiplying a transformation matrix to source vectors, we calculated cosine similarities between vector pairs in projected source space and the target space. We used these new scores in an end to end phrase based statistical machine translation system (Koehn et al., 2003) . Same as (Klementiev, et al., 2012) we assumed the phrase table is available to us, but all of its scores have been removed. We showed that these features alone can recover most of the BLEU loss caused by removing the scores from the phrase table.
Also by combining them with phrase table probabilities they can improve the quality of a machine translation system. In contrast with orthographic features, since both of these models are language independent our method is useful for related and unrelated language pairs and since none of these models need any extra metadata such as time stamp this method can be used with any type of monolingual corpora. The only bilingual data needed for our method is a small dictionary and a small amount of parallel sentences for training the transformation matrix needed for projecting the source space to the target space.
Background
In the first part of this section we will briefly discuss different parameters of phrase based statistical machine translation. Later we will show how our model can replace those parameters using monolingual feature. In the second part a short history about usage of neural networks in different tasks of NLP and more detailed description of the models that we used in this work will be introduced.
Parameters of phrase-based statistical machine translation systems
In the beginning, statistical machine translation systems were some probabilistic models trained for finding word level translation. Those models were trained on large amounts of sentence aligned parallel corpora (Brown, et al., 1993) . Due to the inefficiency of those word level models, currently they have been replaced with phrase based translation model (Koehn, et al., 2003) and hierarchical models (Chiang, 2007) . In this section we will briefly describe the parameter of the classic phrase based machine translation system which we will replace in the following sections using our vector based approach. Training a phrase based statistical machine translation model usually depends on the alignment between words extracted by word level translation models (Brown, et al., 1993) . These models have several important parameters as follow:
 Phrase pairs: phrase pairs are pairs of words and part of sentences which are extracted using some heuristics from word alignment models (Och and Ney, 2004; Tillmann, 2003; Venugopal et al., 2003) .
In this work the same as (Klementiev, et al., 2012) we assumed that the phrase table is given to us but all of its scores have been removed.  Phrase translation probabilities: Each phrase pair has a list of associated feature functions (FFs). These include phrase translation probabilities, φ(e|f) and φ(f|e), which are typically calculated via maximum likelihood estimation (Klementiev, et al., 2012) . In the following sections we will show how we replace φ(e|f) and φ(f|e) with phrase vectors similarities.  Lexical Weightings: One way to validate the quality of a phrase translation pair is to check, how well its words translate to each other (Koehn, et al., 2003) . For this purpose phrase based systems are using lexical weighting. Lexical weighting is usually computed using the internal alignments of phrases and lexical translation probability distribution. Lexical translation probability can be obtained by the equation (1). In the next section we will show how we replace these probabilities with word vectors similarities.
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(1)  Language Models: Language models are used to control the output quality of translation systems by using n-gram probabilities obtained from monolingual sources.
Since they are monolingual features we will directly use them in our model.
Neural network approaches in various tasks of NLP and machine translation
Neural networks have recently been into a lot of attention in different fields of NLP. By using neural networks in text classification (Zhang and Zhou, 2006) , sentiment analysis (Socher et al., 2013) , summarization (Cao et al., 2015) , statistical machine translation (Devlin et al., 2014; Mikolov et al., 2010) and multitask learning (Collobert and Weston, 2008) great results on baselines have been achieved. In machine translation, neural networks were first used by (Castaño and Casacuberta, 1997; Castano et al., 1997) They used a neural network for example-based machine translation. By now many attempts have been made to improve machine translation using neural networks. Word representation by using a continuous vector was first done by (Rumelhart et al., 1988) . Benjio also used a feedforward neural network to learn word representation whose work was followed by many others (Bengio et al., 2003) . In this way, words (which are known as one of the most important components of natural language processing) with different lengths were converted to vectors of real numbers with fixed lengths and used in many applications. Mikolov (2013a) proposed a new architecture for learning distributed representation of words. In their work, a word vector was learned by using a feedforward neural network. They claimed that neural networks work better than LSA for preserving linear regularities among words and also have less expenses than LDA for large datasets. The result of their work was a powerful representation of words in large datasets with low computation complexity. They offered two neural networks for learning word vectors. In CBOW model, a feedforward neural network with an input layer, a projection layer and an output layer were proposed. The projection layer is common among all words. Thus, the input of this neural network is a window of n future words and n history words of the current word. All the words are projected to a common space. By averaging these vectors the current word is predicted. In Skipgram model, the input is a word which is fed into the projection layer and the output is 2*n vectors for n future and n history words of the current word.
As a result, in this model the attempt is to maximize word classification according to the word's neighborhood in a common sentence.
Simultaneously, they also tried to explore similarities among languages by using a transformation matrix between word vectors (Mikolov, et al., 2013b) . They first created two models for source and target languages by using large monolingual datasets, then with a small bilingual dictionary the linear projection among languages was learned. For this purpose, dictionary's words with different lengths were projected to fixed length vectors by using CBOW or Skipgram model. In practice, when the monolingual data are limited, the Skipgram shows a better representation of words, but CBOW is faster and is recommended for larger datasets. Word vectors are computed with a projection matrix W by using the equation (2), where xi is the vector of the source word i and zi is the projection of the vector representing in the target space.
Finding projection matrix (W) in his equation can be viewed as an optimization problem and it can be solved by minimizing the error rate using a gradient descent. Their results show that this method covers 92% of English to Spanish dictionary for words. Another advantage of this method is that in can be used for retrieving dictionary's missing words.
The main weakness of the Skipgram and CBOW models is that they can only be used on words and short phrases. In 2014 Le and Mikolov 
Rebuilding phrase table scores using vector representations similarity
Phrase tables usually have 4 feature scores.  Direct phrase translation probability φ(e|f)  Direct lexical weighting lex(e|f)  Inverse phrase translation probability φ(f|e)  Inverse lexical weighting lex(f|e) In this section, we will describe how each of these scores have been replaced using monolingual features. The results of our experiments can be found in section 5.
Lexical weightings
As mentioned in section 2.1 the main purpose of lexical weightings is to reduce the impact of phrase scores which has been overestimated by MLE. Since lexical weighting is computed using word translation probability its calculation depends on bilingual data.
Vectors trained using CBOW or Skipgram models capture great linear regularities between similar or relate words. These regularities can be found in vectors trained in different languages from comparable corpora. Because of these regularities if a correct linear transformation matrix applied to source vectors, it can project them to the target space. It has been shown that the closest target vector to the projected source vector is the most probable translation of that word.
In our model we converted all of the source and target words existed in the lexicon table to vectors using CBOW model. After this part we needed a transformation matrix that can project those spaces to each other. This matrix can be found by selecting some pairs of words from the source and target side. We trained our matrices using most common words in source side and their translation. Even though one transformation matrix and its inverse should be enough for our purpose, we decided to train two different matrices, one for direct lexical weightings and one for inverse lexical weightings. In this way our model is more faulttolerant.
After projecting source vectors and target vectors to each other, we calculated cosine similarity between each of the pairs existing in lexicon 
Because of properties of CBOW model, we get to the conclusion that word translation probabilities can be replaced by these similarities. Our results in sections 5 show that our assumption is correct.
By having word translation scores, computing lexical weightings for each of the phrases is a straightforward task. For this purpose we used equation (4) (Koehn, et al., 2003) .
The only difference between our model and bilingual lexical weightings, is that since our model cannot compute null alignment probability for different words we are using a small constant instead of it.
Phrase probabilities
CBOW model cannot work with text inputs of different lengths. Since phrases have variable lengths we needed to use a different model to convert phrases to vectors. We found PV-DM suitable for this task. Our PV-DM network uses the same word to vector models used in the lexical weighting part. Same as the lexical weightings part we converted all of the unique phrases in the phrase table to vectors. The next step would be to find a method to project source space and target space to each other. Since PV-DM shares many properties from CBOW and Skipgram models, the phrase vector spaces can probably be mapped to each other using the same method described in part 3.1. Figure ( 2) shows source and target space for the following sentences. For presentation purposes we use a PCA on source and target space and reduce the space dimension to 2. As it can be seen, by applying a linear transformation two sentence spaces can be projected to each other. Selecting the right data for training the transformation matrix was a challenge. There were three options available for training the transformation matrices; word pairs from a dictionary, high probability phrases from the phrase table or short sentences from a parallel corpus. Since phrase pairs in phrase table are found with heuristics, even selecting high probability phrase pairs could be inaccurate. Word vector space and phrase vector space are different and hence using word pairs for transformation matrix training did not yield promising results. Thus, we decided to use a small amount of short sentences from a parallel corpora to train our transformation matrices. Same as section 3.1 we trained two different transformation matrices for direct phrase score and inverse phrase score. We also calculated the phrase scores using the cosine similarity between vectors.
Experiment Setup
For our experiments we used Spanish as the source language and English as the target language. We trained our phrase based statistical machine translation model using Moses system (Koehn et al., 2007) on full version of the parallel Europarl V5 (Koehn, 2005) . We limited the maximum phrase length to 6 and removed the lexical reordering feature from Moses training. We used default Moses settings for all other parameters. In this way we could compare our model trained with monolingual data against the parallel system. Also, we trained our 4-gram language model using KenLM (Heafield, 2011) . All vectors were projected down to two dimensional space using PCA. As it can be seen same patterns exist between the source side and the target side, so these spaces can be projected to each other's using linear transformations.
Figure 3: As it can be seen, our features alone recover most of the BLEU loss in experiment 2. In this figure the labels are φ(e|f)/lex(e|f)/φ(f|e)/lex(f|e). We used 'M' for monolingual scores, 'B' for bilingual scores and 'C' for monolingual and bilingual scores combined. φ is phrase probability and the lex is lexical weighting score.
We trained four transformation matrices for projecting words and phrases vectors from the source side to target side and vice versa. For training word transformation matrices we used 10000 most common words in Spanish Wikipedia and translated them using google translate. For phrase vector transformation matrices we used 5000 unique short sentences (with lengths of 1 to 8) from Europarl corpus. We use the same method described in (Mikolov, et al., 2013b) for training our transformation matrices. For tuning model weights, in both Moses bases system and vector base system we used minimum error rate training (Och, 2003) . Even though our model needs parallel data for finding phrase pairs, all other bilingual obtained scores have been removed from the phrase table for our experiences. The phrase table extracted by Moses has near 20 million phrase pairs. For every unique Spanish phrase there are many English phrase suggestions, because of this situation phrase score, which we obtain from monolingual sources play an important role in machine translation systems. 
Experiment Results
We replace phrase tables scores with 4 independent monolingual feature scores obtained from our vector based models. We ran our end to end statistical machine translation system for each of those scores and their combination. Also, we had combined those scores with original phrase table scores and calculated BLEU for both systems combined. Figure ( 3) show our results. Experiment 1 is the baseline system trained by Moses default settings. Experiment 2 show BLEU score after all the bilingual data has been removed. In experiment 3, we replace the direct phrase translation probability with our model direct vector based similarity. In experiment 4, we added our direct monolingual lexical weightings score to experiment 3 phrase table. We explore our inverse phrase probability score effect in experiment 5. In experiment 6, we replace all bilingual phrase table score with our monolingual alternatives scores. Experiment 7 shows all of our features combined with baseline system scores. A summary of our results can be found in the As we have shown our method successfully recover more that 82% percent of the BLEU loss caused by removing bilingual scores from the phrase table. Also, combining our features improved the baseline system BLEU score by 0.74 points.
Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced two new features for approximating phrase table scores using monolingual data. These features can be obtained without using any additional data or metadata such as time stamps and also they are language independent. By using these features we successfully recover more than 82% of the BLEU loss caused by removing the phrase table scores. Also by combining these features with bilingual obtained scores, we improved the BLEU score by 0.74 percent.
